Set Up a Pathway

To set up a badging pathway, please submit the following information by email to badging@utlists.utexas.edu (*indicates required information).

1. The name of the pathway*
   a. Optional: include a brief description of the pathway

2. The name of the terminal badge awarded upon completion of the pathway*

3. A diagram or list of all subsidiary badges (foundation or foundation and milestone badges) in the pathway organized into hierarchical steps*

   For simple pathways, you may be able to create an outline in a word processing program. For more intricate pathways, consider using a presentation program (such as PowerPoint) or a graphics application (such as Visio or Miro) to create the pathway diagram. You may also submit a hand-drawn image.

4. Provide a name/title for each step*
   a. Optional: include a brief description of the step

You may also contact badging@utlists.utexas.edu with any questions about options for structuring a pathway.